Abstract-Body surface area (BSA) may be computed using a variety of formulas, but the computed BSA differs from real BSA values for particular subjects. This is presented in the paper by computing BSA values for selected subject and comparing them to the real BSA value obtained with the use of a 3D body scanner. The results show inequalities in the relevant BSA computing formulas. Hence, there is a need to determine a method that will allow to select the best formula for calculating BSA in a particular case. For this purpose, the pairwise comparisons (PC) method is suggested. This article presents a proposition of using consistency-driven PC, as well as the basic and most important aspects of using PC to determine the appropriate BSA calculation formula.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last century, many different body surface area (BSA) formulas have been developed for use as the indicator of patient-focused health outcomes [1] . Commonly used BSA formulas had been reported as having ditlerent properties and accuracy in determination of real BSA values.
BSA is a parameter commonly used in medicine, mainly in oncology and burns treatment [I] , [2] . It is crucial to determine the exact BSA value of the patient with minimal error using only the knowledge of patient's height and weight. Height and weight can be relatively easy to obtain especially when working under time pressure, which makes those factors suitable for medical examination. The existing methods used to compute BSA prove to be inaccurate and may cause inef fective chemotherapy or burns treatment. This article presents a proposition for evaluation and selection of appropriate BSA formula. The consistency-driven pairwise comparisons (PC) method is proposed to be used as an examination method for choosing a BSA formula for individuals based on a series of weighted parameters. Pairwise comparisons were also used in [3] - [5] .
II. BSA CALCULATION METHODS
Since 1879 many BSA calculation formulas were developed, 25 of which are most common. To determine the BSA value these formulas use the patient's weight W (in kilograms) and in most cases also patient's height H (in centimetres). The formulas under question are listed in Table I .
III. BSA CALCULATION ERRORS
The early BSA calculation formulas were developed using ditlerent coating methods in order to obtain the patient's real BSA value. The accuracy of the methods depended not only on the type of mathematical approximation but also on the quality of the measuring methods. In the process of obtaining real BSA values the authors used subjects from a limited range of race, sex, and age, often generalizing the outcome BSA formula for an entire population.
In modern times, ditlerent methods of obtaining real BSA values were used. Still, when using the BSA calculation formulas the computed BSA values for the same patient vary in an extensive way. The results are not equal and differ one from another. This should not surprise when using old calculation formulas, but this regularity is true even for modern formulas.
To elucidate this phenomena a real BSA value was obtained from a female patient with the use of a body scanning device, specifically build for the purpose of scanning human bodies and obtaining high precision BSA. The scan was performed 304 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. GDANSK, 2016 with the use of Artec Eva 3D Scanner. The testes subject was a young 22-year-old female, of a body height of 171 cm and weight of 55.8 kg (Fig. la) . After obtaining her real BSA value (1.633 m 2 ), formulas presented in Table I Table I . The errors show that in most cases the formulas indicate BSA values lower than the real one. When taking into consideration the Meeh and Nwoye formulas, the maximum error that can be made in calculating BSA is 24.46%. Therefore, it is important to develop the best method to select the right BSA calculation formula. For this purpose the PC model was selected.
IV. DEFINITION OF WEIGHTS USED FOR BSA FORMULA SELECTION
The PC method requires describing weights that are used in the selection process. They should be distinctive to the analysed process and represent the subjective assessment per formed by a specialist (e.g., a physician) on the scale from ° to 5.
In the research process all scanned subjects can be divided to five groups based on their physique, age or medical history: normal, obese, after/during chemotherapy, elderly, and chil dren. To each of these groups five factors are used in order to describe individual patients: degree of obesity, height to volume ratio, anthropological ancestry and race, type of body physique (athletic, deformed or similar), and degree of skin corrugation. The above mentioned classification and rating process is shown in Fig. 4 .
To evaluate the above mentioned observation, a similar procedure concerning BSA calculation was performed in the case of 42 patients. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . The patients used for this study were 20 to 28 year old, healthy Caucasians, both males and females. As it can be seen, the highest error values were obtained for the Nwoye method (12-15 percent in general) whereas the lowest error values characterizes the Yu, Lo and Chiou BSA calculation method (about 5 percent).
V. THE PC METHOD PRELIMINARIES
The pioneer of PC is Condorcet [34] . He used PC in 1785 in the context of counting political ballots. In 1860, however, Fechner provided further, yet limited, psychometric information about this method. By way of refining the method, Thurstone [36] described the PC method as a statistical anal ysis and proposed a solution. In 1977 Saaty [37] introduced a hierarchy instrument for practical applications.
The PC method is outlined in Appendix A [31] - [33] , [39] . Table I . Fig. 3 . Percentage error between the real BSA for a selected patient and BSA values calculated using the formulas shown in Table I for 42 patients. Using a scale of 1 to 5, the relative importance of each of the five groups are entered and objects are compared in the smallest subgroup. For example, degree of obesity and height to volume ratio are compared to each other in the subgroup and given 4 out of 5 (which can be changed for every clinical case to which this instrument is applied). In the case of inconsistency of the resulting matrix, the following formula [32] can be applied: ii = min(11-aij/(aik ' akj)l, 11-aik ' akj/aijl)
An example of a PC table of criteria and the selection process is presented in Fig. 5 . The above presented factors are compared and relevant comparison values are assigned. Then the summed up weights of particular rows are compared with each other, thus providing an indicator for which of the tested solution is the best in the case.
As explained by Koczkodaj [32] , [39] , the weights WI to W5 are computed as normalized geometric means of the matrix rows. The example is presented to illustrate the method, not the real instrument.
VI. CONCLUSION
BSA is often a major factor in determining of the course of treatment. A series of formulas to simplify the process have been developed throughout the years. However, the choice of a particular formula is a difficult task. Therefore, there is a need to develop additional methods to help in the selection of an appropriate formula for individuals.
Although the PC method was originally used over 200 years ago, it has not been utilised to refine the properties of quality of life instruments. The method can strengthen the BSA calculation instrument by providing an additional layer of selection.
Evidently, not all objects on the BSA instrument are of equal importance. Appreciation of their relative differences adds to the measure's precision. The inconsistency analysis further strengthens the measure by bringing the most problematic but often crucial comparisons of the instrument items. A challenge to the multiple experts in this tool's development can be "averaging" their individual assessments in the assumed model. Clinical trials and statistical analysis need to follow the model enhancement.
The proposition presented in this paper show that it is possible to use the pairwise comparison in order to select a BSA calculation formula conformed to a specific situation. The enhancement may be a challenging undertaking for years to come. Refinement of the BSA may improve understanding of physiology as well as improve health care professional practices in their efforts to assess quality of life.
ApPENDIX A BASIC CONCEPTS OF PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
An n by n pairwise comparisons matrix is defined as a square matrix A = [aij] A pairwise comparisons matrix A is called reciprocal if aij = 1/ aji for every i, j = 1, ... , n (then automatically aii 1 for every i = 1, ... , n because they represent the relative ratio of a criterion against itself). A pairwise comparisons matrix A is called consistent if aij . ajk = aik holds for every 'i, j, k = 1, ... , n since wdwj . Wj /Wk is expected to be equal to wdwk ' Although every consistent matrix is reciprocal, the converse is not generally true. In practice, comparing of 3i to 3 j, 3 j to 3 ko and 3i to 3 k often results in inconsistency amongst the assessments in addition to their inaccuracy; however, the inconsistency may be computed and used to improve the accuracy.
The first step in pairwise comparisons is to establish the relative preference of each combination of two criteria. A scale from 1 to 5 can be used to compare all criteria in pairs.
Values from the interval [1/5, 1] reflect inverse relationships between criteria since 3d 3 j = 1/ (3 j / 3i). The consistency driven approach is based on the reasonable assumption that by finding the most inconsistent judgments, one can then reconsider one's own assessments. This in turn contributes to the improvement of judgmental accuracy. Consistency analysis is a dynamic process which is assisted by the software.
The central point of the inference theory of the pairwise comparisons is Saaty's Theorem [37] , which states that for every n by n consistent matrix A = [aij] there exist positive real numbers WI , ... , Wn (weights corresponding to criteria 81, .n .. , 8) such that aij = wdwj for every ' i , j = 1, ... , n. The weights Wi are unique up to a multiplicative constant. Saaty (1977) also discovered that the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of A provides weights Wi which we wish to obtain from the set of preferences aij. This is not the only possible solution to the weight problem. In the past, a least squares solution was known, but it was far more computationally demanding than finding an eigenvector of a matrix with positive elements. Later, a method of row geometric means was proposed (Jensen, 1984) , which is the simplest and most effective method of finding weights. A statistical experiment demonstrated that the accuracy, that is, the distance from the original matrix A and the matrix AN reconstructed from weights with elements
does not strongly depend on the method. There is, however, a strong relationship between the accuracy and consistency. Consistency analysis is the main focus of the consistency driven approach.
An important problem is how to begin the analysis. Assign ing weights to all criteria (e.g., A = 18, B = 27, C = 20, D = 35) seems more natural than the above process. In fact it is a recommended practice to start with some initial values.
The above values yield the ratios: AlB = 0.67, AIC = 0.9, AID = 0.51, BIC = 1.35, BID = 0.77, CID = 0.57. Upon analysis, these may look somewhat suspicious because all of them round to 1, which is of equal or unknown importance. This effect frequently arises in practice, and experts are tempted to change the ratios by increasing some of them and decreasing others (depending on knowledge of the case). The changes usually cause an increase of inconsistency which, in turn, can be handled by the analysis because it contributes to establishing more accurate and realistic weights. The pairwise comparisons method requires evaluation of all combinations of pairs of criteria, and can be more time consuming because the number of comparisons depends on n2 (the square of the number of criteria). The complexity problem has been addressed and partly solved by the introduction of hierarchical structures [37] . Dividing criteria into smaller groups is a practical solution in cases in which the number of criteria is large.
ApPENDIX B CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
Consistency analysis is critical to the approach presented here because the solution accuracy of not-sa-inconsistent ma trices strongly depends on the inconsistency. The consistency driven approach is, in brief, the next step in the development of pairwise comparisons.
The challenge to the pairwise comparisons method comes from a lack of consistency in the pairwise comparisons matri ces which arises in practice. Given an n by n matrix A that is not consistent, the theory attempts to provide a consistent PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. GDANSK. 2016 n by n matrix AN that differs from matrix A "as little as possible". In particular, the geometric means method produces results similar to the eigenvector method (to high accuracy) for the ten million cases tested. There is, however, a strong relationship between accuracy and consistency.
Unlike the old eigenvalue based inconsistency, introduced in [37] , the triad based inconsistency locates the most in consistent triads [32] . This allows the user to reconsider the assessments included in the most inconsistent triad.
Readers might be curious, if not suspicious, about how one could arrive at values such as 1.30 or 1.50 as relative ratio judgments. In fact the values were initially different, but have been refined and the final weights have been computed by the consistency analysis. It is fair to say that making com parative judgments of rather intangible criteria (e.g., overall alteration and/or mineralization) results not only in imprecise knowledge, but also in inconsistency in our own judgments. The improvement of knowledge by controlling inconsistencies in the judgments of experts, that is, the consistency driven approach, is not only desirable but is essential.
In practice, inconsistent judgments are unavoidable when at least three factors are independently compared against each other. For example, let us look closely at the ratios of the four criteria A, B, C, and D in Figure Cl Figure Cl) . A rash judgment may lead us to believe that AI C should indeed be 6, but we do not have any reason to reject the estimation of B I C as 2.5 or AlB as 5/3. After correcting B I C from 3 to 2.5, which is an arbitrary decision usually based on additional knowledge gathering, the next most inconsistent triad is (5,4,0.7) with an inconsistency index of 0.13. An adjustment of 0.7 to 0.8 makes this triad fully consistent (5 ·0 .8 is 4), but another triad (2.5,1.9,0.8) has an inconsistency of 0.05. By changing 1.9 to 2 the entire table becomes fully consistent. The corrections for real data are done on the basis of professional experience and case knowledge by examining all three criteria involved.
An acceptable threshold of inconsistency is 0.33 because it means that one judgment is not more than two grades of the scale 1 to 5 away (an off-by-two error) from the remaining two judgments. There was no need to continue decreasing the inconsistency, as only its high value is harmful; a very small value may indicate that the artificial data were entered hastily without reconsideration of former assessments.
